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about 

Jo Beckwith realized she was facing a leg amputation in early 2018 after over a decade of

failed surgeries and increasing pain. She speaks about life in the aftermath of trauma,

turmoil, disability, and spreads a message of hope and perseverance. She is passionate

about speaking to live audiences as well as continuing to run a large social media

presence.

 

 "I passionately believe in the perseverant capacity of the human spirit." -Jo Beckwith

featured on

speaking topics

Living a Powerful Life After Trauma

Thriving After Tragedy

What We Don't Understand About Disability

Finding Your Voice 

The Power of Vulnerability

How to Be A Better Mental Health Advocate

Learning to Tell Your Own Story After Tragedy

jo beckwith
P U B L I C  S P E A K E R

scope

Conferences

Schools

Educational events

Business Events

Seminars

Trainings

Webinars

Workshops

Community Events



testimonials

Her sincerity and compassion shine through and encourages the

listener to trust her. Jordan is a dynamic and engaging speaker

who connects with her audience and makes us care. Jordan is not

afraid to dive in to difficult topics, while remaining attentive to

the needs of her audience. I would gladly invite Jordan to speak

for us again!

Jo is an incredibly genuine human being who has dedicated

herself and this [cause, and] to the idea that we don’t have to be

alone while we heal from trauma no matter how big or small. I

highly recommend.

I've had the pleasure of knowing Jordan the last few years and

have been absolutely moved by her strength and bravery to share

her life experiences with the world. Her compassion for people

speaks volumes for her true character. Jordan was born to be a

master storyteller and I'm just honored to witness her journey

unfold.
-Kristen Faith

-Sandra Merrell

- Mike B.


